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Let A,(& 1) be the transition matrix at time I of a process with n states. Such a process may be 
called self-adjusting if the occurrence of the transition from state h to state k at time I results in a 
change in the hth row such that A,+* (h, k) 2 A,(h, k). If the self-adjustment (due to transition 
h + k) is A,+;,(h, j) = AA,(h, i)+(l -A)& (0~ A c l), then with probability 1 the process is 
eventually periodic. If AO(i, j) < 1 folr all i, / i and if the self-adjustment satisfies A,+,(h, k) = 
cp(A,(h, k:))wit:hcp(x)twicedifferentiableandlncreasing,x~cp(x)C 1 forOs:c l,cp(l)==cp’(l)- 
1, thlen, with probability 1, lim A, does not exist. 
1. Introductiion 
Some recent application of computers posed to the theory of stochastic processes a
new kind of problem: Instead of a transition matrix which is fixed or changing only as 
a function of time, one must consider also the possibility of self-adjustments 
depending on the occurrence of a transition. In the simulation of natural processes an 
increase in the future probability of a transition just due to its occurrence is an 
important step toward the automatic generation of styles. On the other hand this 
self-adjustment rnust be kept moderate in order to avoid a more and more obligatory 
repetition of predictable patterns toward a periodic and no longer creative sequence. 
In this paper it is shown that under two sets of hypotheses which are not ver 
different. one has respectively the situations of periodicity and of creative variations 
described above. Both definitions as u 11 as results given in this paper see 
deserve further study, because of their applications to simula 
processes which exhibit partially predictable yet eventually ch 
of repeated random events. 
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The lack of bibliography is due to the fact that the problem considered here is not 
covered by the literature on stochastic processes to the author’s knowledge. 
2. Definitions 
By self-adjusting discrete stochastic process with n states we mean the set of all 
sequences: 
s={s(t);I=O,l,Z ,... ;‘tSs(t)Sn}, (2.1) 
where the probability of a certain transition: 
S(t*)=i+S(to+l)=j, (lQi,iSn) 
depends in a specified way on the previous transitions. 
More precisely given the initial state 
s(0) = io, (2.2) 
the probability of the set of sequences with 
s(l) = iI, s(2) = i2, . . . ,, s(t) = i, (2.3 
is by definition given by the product 
where A0 is an initial transition probability matrix and each other 
A,(& i) =&L-I, L-1, L; L i) 
is a new matrix which results from the previous matrix Arwl and depends also on the 
previous transition 
s(7 - 1) = iTBl + s(r) = i, 
according to a rule of self-adjustment F. 
A simple requirement for this rulle F is: 
F(A, h, k ; h, k) 2 A(h, k) with equality only 
if A(h, k)= 1, 
F(A, h, k; h, j) s A(h, j) for j # k, 
F(A, h, k ; i, j) = A(i, 1) for i # h, 
EF(A,h,k;i,j)=l for every i 
i 
(2.6) 
whose interpretation is obvious: the occurrence of the transition from state h to state 
k makes the same transition more likely next time the process is at state h, without 
changing the probabilities of transitions from other states. 
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A particulair ule of self adjustment which satisfies (2.6) is 
F*(A, h, k; i, j) = 
hA(h,j)+(l -A)& for i = h, 
A(i, j) for i f h, 
(2.71 
where 0 < A <: 1, and a slightly more general: 
(p(A(h,k)) for i=h,j=k, 
F,(-4, h, k; i, j) = cA(h, j) for i = h, j # k, (2.8) 
A(i, j) for I # h, 
where x < q(x) <: 1 for 0 < x c 1, q( 1) = 1, and c is a suitable constant intended to 
satisfy the last of (2.6). 
3. Strong self adjustment leads to periodicity 
Theorem 3.1. In! a process with n states which is self adjusting according to rule (2.7) 
for every E > 0 th!ere is a T, such that the set of all sequences which are periodic with 
period in for T, s t c T (arbitrarily large) has probability > 1 - E. 
Proof. Consider any initial s;ate s(0) = io and any initial transition matrix A+ For 
each such sequence we denote by 
the transition matrix which results after t self adjustments with rule (2.7) applied to 
the given sequence s, as shown in (2.9, and by k,(h) the (first in list order in case of 
many) state whicih at time t would be the most likely as next state if the present was h : 
k,(h) = @n_ {i IA,(h, i) aA,(h, j) for every j)* -1 
Obviously 
A,@, k,(h)) 2 l/n. 
We will say that s has strong periodic style for tl s t < t2 if the transitions which 
actually take place in s for tl s t c t2 are the most likely: 
$0 + 1) = k,(s(t)) (.tl s t < t2). 
In such a case since the self adjustments keep increasing the corresponding prob- 
abilities, obviously the values of k,(h) for tl s t c t2 remain unchanged and can be 
denoted by k(h’). For the remainder of the argument one may assume t2 - tl> n. 
It follows that a sequence with strong periodic style for tt s t < t2 is indeed peri 
for tl s t < t2 with period <n (= the number of states). Thus every ~~nsiti~n 
s(t)=h+s(t+l)=k(h)whichtakespl; eattime t (with tl+nst<tz)&c: 
curred at least once for some r = T(t) within the previous n transitions (t - n 
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and therefore because of the self adjustment (2.7) the probability of h -*k(h) 
is increasing for t 1 s t< t2 at least once for each interval of time of length n 
according to: 
A,(s(,t)=h,s(t+l)=k(h))~hA,(si7)=h,s(7+1)=k(h))+l-h, 
whererliesint-n+6t. 
Denote by (pi} the sequence of numbers: 
PO= Un, pi=Api-*+1-h (O<h<l) 
and by {qi} the sequence in which every pi is repeated n times: 
PO, l ’ . , po9 PI,. l . , pi, p2, . - . i.e. 4i = PWnl- 
(3 2) 
(3.3) 
(3 94) 
From (3.1’1, (3.2) we see that for a sequence swith strong periodic style in 0 G t < T, 
one has: 
A,(s(t), s(t + 1) = k(s(t))) 2~4~. (3.5) 
Some elementary arguments ho%w that from (3.3), (3.4) it follows: 
n pi 3 Cn,h > O9 
i=O 
l-J 4i 2 constant 4 (= &) :> 0. 
i=O 
For every E > 0 there is tE such that 
and because of (3.5) for a sequence *+vith strong periodic style one has: 
h At(s(t), SO+ lPq, fi A,(s(t:, s(t + 1)) a 1 -&, 
t=O t = t, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where T is arbitrarily large. 
In other words, since (3.8) holds for every state 3 (0), in the space S of all sequences 
there is a significant portion S1 with probability aq > 0 of sequences which have 
strong periodic style for 0,~ t < tE and furthermore within S1 the conditional prob- 
ability of keeping the periodic style up to T (arbitrarily large) is 21 -$E. 
S)tarting now from t = t,, taking every s( te) as initial state and every A, as initial 
matrix, and applying the same coAnputation to the complementary set S - S1 we find 
in it a significant portion S2 wit conditional probability aq (the same constant) > 0 
of sequences which (do not have strcyg periodic style for 0~ t c te but) have strong 
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periodic style for te s t < 2t, and furthermore within Sz the conditional probability of 
keeping this style up to T (arbitrarily large) is 2 1 - $E. 
This procedure, repeated, leads to a sequence of sets: 
SlCS, s*cs-s1, s+s-s1-s~,. . . 69) 
such that for all i: 
P(Si1S-S1-* ’ l -Si-l)Sq>O, (3.10) 
P(strong periodic style for it, < t c T 1 Si) > 1 - 3~ 
for arbitrarily large T. 
(3.11) 
From (3.9) it follows that the sets S1, S2, . . a are mutually disjoint. Then from 
(3.10) it follows that the increasing sequence of the probabilities of the sets: 
S*~(&u&)~(&uS&J&)“’ 
cannot converge toward a number cl, i.e. one must have: 
P(S1US2U’ “USiL))l-~~. (3.12) 
Finally from (3.1 l), (3.12) it follows that the probability of keeping the strong 
periodic style for 
i,t, s t < T 
(where T can be chosen arbitrarily larger than i,t,) is greater than 
(I-$?)(l--$+1-E 
which proves Theorem 3.1. 
4. Moderate self adjustment preserves creativity 
Denote by 
In@,, tz) = max 
hi 
max Al(i, j)- min A,(i, j) 
IlSf-=zf2 t1=ztct2 
the maximum oscillation of the elements of the transition matrix i’or tl c t < t2. 
Theorem 4.1. In a process which has originally all transition probabilities 4 and 
which is self adjusting according to rule (2.8), where 
Q(X) is twice diflerentiable and increasing in 0 s x s 1, 
X<Q(X)<l fOipo<X<l, 
Q(o)-, 
Q(1) == Q’ (1) = 1, 
(4.1) 
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there is a comtant o > 0 such that given E > 0 in every large enough interval 
I = (t, G t s t* + d,) the set of se$uences with oscillation 0(P) > o has probability 
H-e, 
Proof. First of all one proves tha t from (4.1) it follows: 
co 
r-l xi = 0, where &+I = q(Xi), 0 s X01< 1. 
i=O 
(4.2) 
Consider the function 
&(X)=X +-c&--$-X), fv integer I+‘(l). 
Since 
Q(l) = 4%(l) = 1, Q'(l) = @h(l) = 1, cp”(l)<a =$21(l) 
it is elementary to prove that 
rp (x) G &(x) in a neighborhood co G x G 1. 
On the other hand a computation shows that for /? > a2 - 1 one has: 
1 
l-x~p~l--rp(x)P1-~~(x)> 
1 
p+cy+1’ (4.3) 
Let Xi+1 = q(xi), 0 s ~0 < 1. Because of (4.1) this sequence {xi} is increasing and 
convergent o 1, and therefore one has eventua.lly xi > co, (i 2 io). 
Now because of (4.3) with p replaced by 13 +i(cr + 1) where p ::* max[a*- 1, 
l/ (1 -xi@) one has: 
i llOgxiI> f (l-xiJri[o~+i~ +I~=+~ 
i=O i=io a 
which proves (4.2). 
Furthermore from (4.1) it follows that 
min (p(x)-x))O, where X=1-rp(O)<l 
OSXSr’ 
and choosing o smaller than this minimum one: has: 
0s~ s 1 -Q(O)=+Q(X)-x >o. . (4.4) 
Consider now a sequence s and its corresponding self adjustments of the matrix 
A,@, k). Every time the lsequence goes from state h to state k the corresponding 
element A(it, k) becomes 4p (A(h, k)) which, being aq(O), necessarily makes all 
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other elements of the hth row G 1 - q(O). Therefore because of (4.4) the elements of 
A can have oscillation <w only if every state h which has previously occurred is 
always followed by the state k(h) for which A@, k) B 1 -q(O). 
The sequences for which the transition probabilities A@, k) have oscillation cw 
are therefore periodic with period in (= the number of states), and the probabilities 
of each one of their transitions are growing like the numbers xi in (4.2). Thus 
because of (4.2) the probabilities of the set of these sequences in a long enough 
interval of time becomes arbitrarily small, which completes the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
